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Ricard Solé, a physicist and biologist, is ICREA 
research professor at the Pompeu Fabra University 
where he heads the Complex Systems Laboratory. 
He is also a visiting fellow at the Santa Fe Institute 
(New Mexico) and at the Center for Evolution and 
Cancer at the University of California (San 
Francisco). He is on the editorial advisory boards of 
several international journals. He has degrees in 
Physics and Biology from the University of 
Barcelona and obtained a PhD in Physics from the 
Technical University of Catalonia (UPC). He has 

been awarded grants from the James McDonnell Foundation, the Botín 
Foundation and an ERC Advanced Grant. He also received the 2004 City of 
Barcelona Prize for his research work. One of his main research interests is to 
understand the origins of complexity and its destruction in biological and 
artificial systems, with the aim of discovering how complex systems develop 
qualities such as multicellularlarity, the capacity for computation, robustness 
and the ability to evolve. In order to achieve this, his laboratory engages in both 
theoretical and experimental research, which includes an ambitious 
programme of synthetic biology. 

 
Towards the Major Transitions in Synthetic Evolution 
 
Life on Earth has witnessed some major events of evolutionary 
innovation known as the Major Transitions. They include different qualitative 
changes including the origin of life, the genetic code, cells, mullticellularity up 
to neural systems, sight, language or consciousness. How did these 
transitions take place? Over the last decades, a novel view of evolution, 
grounded on complex systems theory, along with the rise of synthetic biology 
and evolutionary robotics (among other fields) creates new ways of looking at 
the origins of evolutionary innovations but also novel ways of reproducing 
them or even generate new ones. In doing so, novel questions are being 
formulated and a new evolutionary synthesis might be emerging.  
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